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October 11, 2019 
 
A. BERGER PRECISION LTD. 
28 Regan Road 
Brampton, Ontario 
L7A 1A7 
 
Attention: Mr. Faiyaz Haffese 
 

MAXCUT MCV-1830/5X VERTICAL 3-AXIS / TRUE 5-AXIS MACHINING CENTRE 
 

Dear Faiyaz, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to quote the MAXCUT MCV-1830/5X VERTICAL 3-AXIS / TRUE 5-AXIS 
MACHINING CENTRE for your facilities in Brampton, Ontario. 
 

 
 
MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
RECTANGULAR TABLE 
table size      900 x 410mm (35.43” x 16.14”) 
distance between table and floor   820mm (32.28”) 
table load capacity     350kg (770 lbs.) 
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2-AXIS TILING ROTARY TABLE 
table diameter      205mm (8”) 
table load capacity     30kg (66 lbs.) horizontal - from 0° to 45° 
       20kg (44 lbs.) tilting - from 45° to 90° 
 
TRAVEL 
X axis       762mm (30”) 
Y axis       457mm (18”) 
Z axis       505mm (20”) 
A-axis (table tilting)     +30° -120° 
C-axis (table rotation)     360° at 0.001° minimum indexing angle 
X/Y axis motor torque     2.84Nm (2 ft-lbs) 
Z axis motor torque     8.34Nm (6.15 ft-lbs) 
X/Y/Z axis rapid traverse    25m/minute (1000”/minute) 
X/Y/Z axis maximum cutting feed rate   12.7m/minute (500”/minute) 
 
SPINDLE 
taper       ISO#40 
bearing inside diameter     60mm (2.36”) 
maximum speed     12,000 rpm direct drive 
spindle centre to guide ways    480mm (18.9”) 
spindle nose to table top    102 - 602mm (4” - 24”) 
motor       5.5/7.4kW (7.5/10 hp) 
 
AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER 
number of tool pockets     24 
tool taper      BT#40 / CAT#40 
tool select by shortest path    bi-directional 
maximum tool diameter with adjacent empty pockets 130mm (5.12”)  
maximum tool diameter with adjacent full pockets 89mm (3.5”) 
maximum tool length     350mm (13.77”) 
maximum tool weight     8kg (17.6 lbs.) 
 
ACCURACY 
linear axes positioning accuracy    +/- 0.005mm (+/- 0.0002”) 
linear axes repeatability     0.002mm (0.00008”) 
rotary axes positioning indexing accuracy  20 arc-sec 
rotary axes repeatability    6 arc-sec  
 
GENERAL 
length x width x height     2200 x 2050 x 2500mm (86.6” x 80.7” x 98.5”) 
weight       3630kg (7986 lbs.) 
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STANDARD + INCLUDED EQUIPMENT 
• Fagor 8065 POWER control with: 

- Simultaneous 5-axis operation 
- 15” colour LCD 
- high level microprocessor with 1GB ram + 8 GB compact flash 
- software for milling  
- HD graphics software  
- Fagor collision avoidance system (FCAS)  
- kinematic calibration software 
- dynamic RTCP (Rotation Tool Centre Point) software  
- high speed software (HSSA)  
- interactive icon-based pages programming system 
- canned cycles for probing software 
- DXF file upload for conversational programming with profile editor 
- tool life management 
- telediagnostics with on-line Fagor remote support for on-line trouble shooting through 

TeamViewer machine internet connection with the Fagor office in Mississauga during the 
warranty period 

- free off-line Fagor 8065 programming software on customer’s computer 
• 12,000 rpm direct drive spindle 
• rigid tapping 
• automatic lubrication with low lubrication alarm 
• coolant system with check valve + wash down coolant flush + 20bar through the spindle coolant 

+ 210l coolant tank 
• linear way system for high rapid / high accuracy traverse at all the axes 
• full enclosure & heavy metal guarding with removable side doors 
• large fully ground work table with four (4) t-slots 
• telescopic way covers 
• belt type lift-up chip conveyor 
• low voltage circuit system 
• heat exchanger 
• 24 pull studs 
• transformer 
• CNC 2-axis 205mm diameter tilting rotary table 
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MAXCUT MCV-1830/5X CMTS 2019 SHOW SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE:  $99,900 US 
 
RENISHAW RTS RADIO CONTROLLED TOOL PROBE SYSTEM PLUS 
RENISHAW RMP60 RADIO CONTROLLED WORK PIECE PROBE SYSTEM: $14,900 US 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
The pricing 
Pricing shown is in US funds. 
The above pricing is F.O.B. Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
Applicable taxes are extra. 
CSA approval is included in the pricing. 
 
The payment terms  
30% with order, 60% on delivery, 10% 30 days after delivery. 
 
Warranty 
Two (2) years on parts & labour. 
 
Delivery 
From stock, subject to prior sale. 
 
*CUSTOMER’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Pick-up the machine at Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
- Off load the machine from the truck at the customer’s site. 
- Provide all lifting equipment to move the machine into place for assembly. 
- Foundation per requirements. 
- Power to the machine. 
- Hydraulic + way lube oil plus coolant fluid for the machine. 
 

*MASTEEL’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Assemble / level the machine on the customer’s shop floor and anchor the machine to the 

customer supplied foundation.  
- Complete the machine installation and accuracy test.  
- One day of basic machine operator training.   

 
Pre-Start Health and Safety Review (PHSR) is the responsibility of the customer and is not included in the 
above pricing. 
 
This proposal is valid for thirty (30) days. 
 
We look forward to working with you on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
MASTEEL AMERICA CORPORATION 
 
Ron Nater 
Manager, Eastern Canada 
phone: 647.270.4434 
email: ron@masteels.com 
website: www.ronnater.ca 
 


